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Abstract
The objective of this thesis was to evaluate radio receivers that had been pre-
viously acquired  for other tasks by the Swedish Defence Materiel Adminis-
tration, for  additional service in a radio direction finding  (DF)  system.  The
antenna, calibration signal generator and  DF algorithm were provided.  As
the receivers used the VITA  frame format, much of the work involved the
interpretation of the frame structure and contents.  The  other  main chal-
lenges were to  put  the  receivers  into  the  correct  internal  state,  to  com-
pensate the analogue phase errors due to cabling, and to correlate the digital
frames according to the time stamps. The work was performed partly as a lit-
erature study and, during implementation, by using an investigative trial-
and-error method. Collection of reference signals, for later offline analysis,
was made at the Swedish Defence Research Agency. The findings of the eval-
uation was  that  the  receivers  were phase  coherent  and that  the VITA 
frame format was suitable for DF use. An apparently systematic error of un-
known origin rendered the DF results inaccurate, even though the precision
of the results was high.  The automatic gain control (AGC) of the receivers
did not perform according to norm. If the systematic error is compensated
for,  and the AGC problem is eliminated, the receivers will  function as a DF
system using the manufacturer's  instructions,  with the provided antenna.
The performance of the receivers in this setting was not a primary concern
for the thesis, but was deemed to be acceptable. Suggestions for further de-
velopment include finding the source of the systematic error,  an automatic
calibration function,  a more thorough performance analysis, and code op-
timizations using multiple threads.

Keywords: Radio direction finding, DF, Octave, MATLAB, signal analysis,
VITA .
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Terminology
Acronyms and terminology used in this thesis are defined in Table 1.

AGC Automatic  gain  control.  Function  to  automatically  and
continuously  maintain  the  received  signal  level  in  a
suitable range by using variable gain and/or attenuation.

Boost library Software library extending the C++ standard.
Carrier Radio signal used to bring the frequency of a data signal

into the desired range.
Data signal An analogue representation of a data bit stream.
DF (Radio) direction finding, an activity with the purpose of

measuring the incidence angle of a radio signal relative to
an antenna. Can be used for locating a radio transmitter.

Downmixing Removing the carrier  from an RF signal  to recover  the
data signal.

FFT Fast  Fourier  transform.  Algorithm  for  performing  the
Fourier transform in a digital computer.

FMV The  Swedish  Defence  Materiel  Administration,
“Försvarets Materielverk”

FOI Swedish  Defence  Research  Agency,  “Totalförsvarets
Forskningsinstitut”

I/Q data A signal data stream consisting of both the in-phase and
quadrature  components  of  a  signal.  This  enables  the
complete information about the signal to be captured.

IF Intermediate  frequency.  A  receiver  internal  frequency
used in the mixing process.  The IF is modulated  by the
baseband signal.

LO Local oscillator. Internal receiver reference oscillator used
for downmixing the RF signal to IF.

Modulation Continuously  adjusting  a  property  of  a  carrier  in
accordance with a data signal.

NIC Network interface card. Interface device to facilitate the
connection of a computer to a local area network.

Octave Free software MATLAB equivalent.
RF Radio  frequency.  The  (high  frequency)  signal  which  is

transmitted and received by the antenna.
TCP Transmission  control  protocol.  Industry  standard

protocol providing reliable connections.
UDP User datagram protocol. Industry standard low overhead

protocol providing unreliable connections.
VITA  Frame format specification for digital IF transmission.

Table 1: Acronyms and terminology
Based on the Mid Sweden University template for technical reports, written by Magnus Eriksson, Kenneth Berg and Mårten Sjöström.
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Introduction
Background and justification
During recent  years,  the Swedish Defence Materiel  Administration (Förs-
varets Materielverk, FMV) has acquired a number of software defined radio
receivers for tasks within the Swedish Army. Apart from the pre-intended
tasks, the manufacturer also claimed that the receivers were capable of radio
DF by interconnection with other similar receivers, and that they supported
the open standard VITA  for interfacing to a computer. Since the receivers
are especially small and low-power, they would be able to provide DF func-
tionality in places and environments that were not previously deemed to be
suitable. The ability to perform DF to discover the location of radio trans-
mitters, which may be hostile, can be used by the Army for targeting or intel-
ligence gathering, and is therefore very desirable  [1]. For these reasons, this
thesis work came into being.

The work was to be performed under the lead of the Swedish Defence Re-
search Agency (Totalförsvarets Forskningsinstitut, FOI).

The main challenges in this work  involved commanding the units to func-
tion  in  a  phase  locked,  interconnected  manner,  to  acquire  the  VITA -
formatted complex in-phase/quadrature (I/Q) data stream from the receivers
and  extract timing and other metadata,  perform calibration,  and  finally  to
output  three  time-synchronized  raw  complex  I/Q  streams  to  the  DF  al-
gorithm and present the result.

The result of the work was to be a proof-of-concept for DF operations with
the provided radio receivers, as well as suggestions regarding how to proceed
with further development in case that would be desirable.

For the task, FMV selected a DF antenna which was already in their posses-
sion and in use with the Army. The antenna was  of Adcock/Watson-Watt
design, with four dipoles and three channels. Each channel was to be con-
nected to a separate receiver.

In order to perform DF with discrete radio receivers, the phase difference
between the channels was to be measured.  This  meant that the receivers'
local oscillators (LO) had to be locked to a common reference, and also that
the digital intermediate frequency (IF) data stream had to come with embed-
ded metadata containing timing information so that the IF packets from all
receivers  could be  correlated.  The  VITA  format  contains  this  required
metadata [2].

Based on the Mid Sweden University template for technical reports, written by Magnus Eriksson, Kenneth Berg and Mårten Sjöström.
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The system also had to measure and compensate for the different electrical
lengths of the analogue radio frequency (RF) cabling, which would otherwise
affect the phase measurements.

When the digital IF data stream had been extracted from the VITA  pack-
ets, it was to be passed to a piece of Octave code which had been provided by
FOI for the incidence angle calculation (”the DF algorithm”). The output of
that code was the angle of the radio signal wave front relative to the antenna,
in radians.  This  information was to be presented in some easy-to-under-
stand manner.

FMV has requested that some details about the receiver, such as the make
and model, are not disclosed.

Overall aim
The overall aim of this thesis was to produce a proof-of-concept implement-
ation to evaluate the possibility of using the previously acquired receivers for
additional  service  in  a  DF system,  using  the  VITA   frame  format.  The
longer term goal is to use the receivers to replace and/or augment  existing
DF systems to save space and reduce the power and weight requirements of
a DF installation. Depending on the conclusions of the evaluation, this thesis
could result in a larger follow-up project for developing the concept into a fi-
nalized product.

Limits of scope
The  DF algorithm  itself  (producing  an  angle  of  arrival  from  the  relative
phase) was provided by FOI and was not a part of the thesis. This algorithm,
as provided, was only capable of DF within a 180° sector. The receivers and
the DF antenna were provided by FMV. The purpose of the thesis was only
to test the proof-of-concept, so usability and practicality issues of the inter-
faces and equipment as such, was not to be evaluated. In-depth performance
analysis was also excluded.

Problem statement
The low level tasks for the thesis were:

• Study the documentation for the receivers and connect them to the
antenna and to each other to facilitate DF operation.

• Develop a console application to establish a transmission control pro-
tocol (TCP) and  user datagram protocol (UDP) network connection
to the receivers and acquire the VITA  data stream.

Based on the Mid Sweden University template for technical reports, written by Magnus Eriksson, Kenneth Berg and Mårten Sjöström.
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• Study the VITA  standards documents,  analyze the VITA  data
stream and extract the necessary timing and IF data.

• Perform measurement on a known calibration signal and use the res-
ult to compensate for the different electrical lengths of the cables.

• Send the IF data to the Octave DF algorithm in the required format
and present the results.

• Evaluate  the  proof-of-concept  and  present  suggestions  regarding
how to proceed with possible further development.

Outline
Background information regarding DF principles and digital IF specifics can
be found in  the Theory chapter. The procedure of work is specified in  the
Model chapter. Under Implementation, the specific solution specification is
described. The results and discussion are found under their respective head-
ings.

Contributions
The author has developed the Visual C++ application to connect to the re-
ceivers, send the appropriate commands, and acquire and time synchronize
the VITA  data. The author also wrote wrapper code for the Octave DF al-
gorithm to enable it to work directly on the captured VITA  frames instead
of a raw frequency domain digital IF signal.  The calibration function was
also developed by the author.

In addition,  the author performed literature studies  to determine the re-
quired conditions and commands for carrying out direction finding with the
receivers.

The DF algorithm was provided by Dr Anders Johansson at FOI.

Based on the Mid Sweden University template for technical reports, written by Magnus Eriksson, Kenneth Berg and Mårten Sjöström.
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Theory 
Adcock DF antenna
The Adcock DF antenna was invented in 1919 by Frank Adcock. It consists of
four mono- or dipole elements,  arranged in a crossed-over fashion in the
four corners  of a  square.  The angle of  arrival  information is  obtained by
comparing the phase of the signal received from each of the elements  [3].
Traditionally, this has been carried out in the analogue domain by interfero-
metric means, but this comparison can now be easily made in the digital do-
main  using a commodity PC or by embedded systems,  giving superior per-
formance [4].  See  Figure 1 for a design illustration of the Adcock antenna
(from the original patent application),  where elements 1, 2, 6 and 7 denote
the four dipoles, and elements 5 and 10 denote the points of phase comparis-
on.

There are other DF antenna types using other principles of operation, but
the choice of antenna for this thesis was decided by FMV.

Based on the Mid Sweden University template for technical reports, written by Magnus Eriksson, Kenneth Berg and Mårten Sjöström.
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Receiver technology
The radio signals that are present in the environment consist of a carrier and
a  data signal. The data signal is said to  modulate the carrier, which means
that one or more properties of the carrier  are continuously  adjusted in ac-
cordance with the data signal. This is performed to enable shared use of the
medium  and  to  take  advantage  of  the  different,  and  better,  propagation
properties of the medium at different carrier frequencies. The carrier is usu-
ally of much higher frequency than the data signal, on the order of mega- or
gigahertz [5].

An unmodulated carrier does not convey any information and does not use
any signal  bandwidth other than the exact frequency of the carrier itself.
When the carrier is modulated, the bandwidth of the resulting signal will in-
crease in proportion to the bandwidth of the modulating data signal. All else
being equal, a higher digital data rate will lead to a higher bandwidth usage
in the data signal [5].

In order to receive the radio signal, the radio receiver is required to perform
a number of functions:

1. Fetch the signal from the medium  using an antenna, which may be
tuned to a predefined RF frequency.

2. Filter out the unwanted signals using an analogue filter.

3. Amplify the remainder to bring it into the dynamic range of the elec-
tronic components, using analogue RF components.

4. Bring  the  frequency  of  the  signal  from  RF to  a  common internal
working frequency (IF and/or baseband). This step may be performed
iteratively. This is called downmixing.

5. Demodulate the signal and recover the original data signal.

The steps outlined are merely an illustration of the principle of operations.
Amplification  is  normally  required at  several  stages.  See  Figure  2 for  a
schematic illustration of a receiver's stages.

Based on the Mid Sweden University template for technical reports, written by Magnus Eriksson, Kenneth Berg and Mårten Sjöström.
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Traditionally,  all  the  receiver  tasks  have  been  performed  using  analogue
components. The development of computer technology has, however, made
it possible to use digital components for the majority of the receiver opera-
tions.

Software defined receivers

The receivers  that  were used  in this thesis  were broadband and software
defined  (“digital”). That means they have a minimum  number  of RF com-
ponents, placing the analogue to digital conversion as early as possible in the
signal chain,  ideally  at the first  IF  [6]. All signal handling from there on is
conducted in the digital domain, allowing for great flexibility and very good
performance. The receiver is capable of internal (digital) demodulation, but
can also simply pass the digital I/Q IF stream on to the operator PC for fur-
ther processing and/or demodulation. Having the IF data represented in I/Q
format enables the efficient demodulation of any voice or data signal that
may be captured within the analogue bandwidth, since full phase and amp-
litude information is available with every sample [1]. The I/Q format makes
signal  frequencies  unambiguous  even when digitally  downmixed to “zero
IF”, where the signal of interest is centered at zero Hz, since negative fre-
quencies can be handled. No mirror frequencies will be introduced in this di-
gital operation  [6]. In the analogue domain, this would have led to mirror
frequencies and loss of signal information.

Based on the Mid Sweden University template for technical reports, written by Magnus Eriksson, Kenneth Berg and Mårten Sjöström.
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amplifier ("HF"), mixer ("Bl."), IF filter and amplifier ("MF"), demodulator 
("Det") and audio frequency ("LF")  [5]
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It is possible that future developments  of the receivers used for this thesis
will lead to the integration of the DF functionality into the firmware of the
receivers themselves, which would remove the need for a host PC for the DF
functionality.

VITA standard
VITA is a standards organization which has its origins in working with the
VMEbus industry standard,  but  is  now involved in establishing standards
within the wider electronics and wireless industry [7]. The VITA  standard
was approved in 2007 and specifies the frame format for digital IF data out-
put  from  a  radio  receiver  [2].  Before  standardization,  the  digital  IF  data
stream format was proprietary and unique to each manufacturer and/or re-
ceiver type. The standard offers a well-defined means of using the digital IF
data to perform signal  analysis  and demodulation in  discrete equipment,
separate from the RF front end. See Figure 3 for an illustration of the frame
format.

The standard is mostly concerned with the header of the frame, which is
specified to contain frame size information, channel information, a number
of optional fields, and a time stamp. The time stamp, further, is made up of a
seconds counter, which is user configurable but suggested to be based on the
number of seconds since January 1, 1970 (”UNIX time”), and a free-running
counter to provide sub-second packet ordering [2].

The data field of the frame is not very strictly defined, allowing for several
data types  and formats,  such as  2's  complement  complex  I/Q,  32-bit  un-
signed integer, and floating point. The choice of format is left for the manu-
facturer to define and document [2].

Based on the Mid Sweden University template for technical reports, written by Magnus Eriksson, Kenneth Berg and Mårten Sjöström.
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Calibration
Calibration of the DF system must be performed in order to gain acceptable
performance  due  to  imperfections  in  manufacturing  and  physical  con-
straints of the components and parts used. The measurement errors in an
uncalibrated  system  arises  mainly  from  the  antenna  dipoles  electrically
coupling to each other [8], and from the different electrical lengths of the RF
cable set used. 

Since the three channels of the DF antenna are connected to the receiver
with separate RF cables, there will be phase differences arising from the dif-
ferent electrical lengths of the cables. This is the equivalent of one signal ar-
riving earlier than another, even though they were sent at the same instant.
Thus, a variable delay can be used to counter the effects of the mismatched
cables. 

This delay was implemented in the frequency domain, multiplying the  fast
Fourier transform (FFT) vector (in Octave)  with the complex exponential
e2iπNT∆t, where N is the FFT length, T is the sample time and ∆t is the required
phase shift (or, equivalently, time delay). The ∆t is determined by the meas-
urement of a known calibration signal, and then  subtracting the resulting
phase error.

For the proof-of-concept, calibration was performed at the same frequency
as the DF that was to be performed, which gives the maximum accuracy but

Based on the Mid Sweden University template for technical reports, written by Magnus Eriksson, Kenneth Berg and Mårten Sjöström.
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requires that the frequency is known in advance. In a production system, cal-
ibration can be performed at discrete frequency intervals and the results in-
terpolated [8].

Calibration of the antenna itself (to counter the mutual coupling of the di-
pole elements) was not performed as it was deemed unnecessary at this stage
of development.

Based on the Mid Sweden University template for technical reports, written by Magnus Eriksson, Kenneth Berg and Mårten Sjöström.
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Model
Development
The design work of the proof-of-concept was initially carried out by literat-
ure studies (receiver documentation and VITA  standards documents), and
also by personal interaction with Joakim Bergman, FOI, who provided his
own inputs and/or passed the questions on to the receiver manufacturer.
During  code  development,  an  iterative  trial-and-error  method  was  used
since the available  pre-release  documentation was partially ambiguous.  For
the same reason, reverse-engineering of the VITA  frames was employed
on multiple occasions.

This  model  of  development  might  be  sensitive  to  subtle  implementation
changes  from  the  receiver  manufacturer  (or  if  another  manufacturer’s
VITA -capable receiver were to be used in a similar setting), since a large
portion of metadata and data formatting interpretation was based on as-
sumptions  rather  than  written  documentation.  To  reduce  uncertainty,  a
closer collaboration with the manufacturer would be desirable. Such collab-
oration was not practically possible for this thesis, however.

When work progressed, as updated documentation became available and un-
derstanding of the manufacturer's implementation increased, most of the ef-
fort went into receiver specifics outside of the VITA  standard. This in-
cluded the command interface of the receivers, and specifically how to reli-
ably put each receiver into the appropriate state for VITA  operation.

Evaluation
The  performance  and  practicality  of  the  proof-of-concept  solution  was
tested by performing DF measurements at a fixed site (FOI, Linköping) with
a fixed transmitter  (signal  generator) connected in turn to one of several
fixed transmitting antennas in close vicinity as targets. The measured bear-
ings  of  the  transmitting  antennas were  compared  to  measurements  per-
formed with a state-of-the-art reference  DF system using the same  DF an-
tenna and cabling.  The output power of the signal generator was adjusted
with each measurement, so that the received power as measured at the re-
ceiver would be the same as during calibration.

This model of evaluation was chosen as the required DF antenna and refer-
ence system were only available at that location, and because using dedicated
target transmitters further away from the DF site  was deemed unnecessary
for this early stage of development. Also, a number of very experienced indi-

Based on the Mid Sweden University template for technical reports, written by Magnus Eriksson, Kenneth Berg and Mårten Sjöström.
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viduals  were available  at  FOI to  assist  in  providing data for  performance
comparison with other DF systems.  Additionally, it was discovered that the
AGC function of the receivers did not perform as expected, which  meant
that the received signal level had to be kept relatively constant,  using the
method described.

Based on the Mid Sweden University template for technical reports, written by Magnus Eriksson, Kenneth Berg and Mårten Sjöström.
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Implementation
Receiver setup
The receivers were connected using the serial port and their firmware was
switched to a version which supported “USB gadget mode” and VITA . The
IP addresses of the receivers were set to different subnets. The receivers were
then connected to the host computer again, now using the USB connectors,
in USB gadget mode,  and emulating a network interface card (NIC).  The
NICs were installed in the Windows XP operating system on the host and
they were given IP addresses on different subnets corresponding to the re-
ceiver IPs. 

Software was developed,  using Microsoft  Visual Studio 2010 and the Boost
libraries, to connect to the receivers’ remote control TCP port and issue the
necessary commands to initialize and start the VITA  stream. The same
application received the VITA  stream on a UDP port and  synchronized
the time stamps before writing the data to disk. 

Since all three receivers sent the VITA  data to the same UDP port on the
computer,  the  application  was  also  required to  separate  the  streams  and
write them to different files based on the source IP address.

The calibration procedure was implemented as a stand-alone Octave pro-
gram, into which the captured digital IF stream of the calibration signal was
fed, and (using the csd function of the signal package) the phase differences
between the channels was calculated. The program iteratively applied a cor-
rection and made a new phase comparison, until the phase error had been
canceled. The resulting delay parameters for the channels were then presen-
ted for the user to manually enter into the actual DF program. 

Acquisition
In order to correctly and in a repeatable manner extract phase difference in-
formation from the three digital IF data streams, the streams must be time
synchronized. The application interfacing with the receivers must therefore
interpret the VITA  metadata and match packets from each receiver with
the other packets with the same time stamp.  This was implemented as a
short  first-in-first-out  (FIFO) buffer  with a  discarding function,  throwing
away VITA  frames which were out of order. 

The time stamps of the three frames at the front of the  buffer were com-
pared in a pairwise manner and, if they were not equal, the oldest frame was

Based on the Mid Sweden University template for technical reports, written by Magnus Eriksson, Kenneth Berg and Mårten Sjöström.
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discarded. This was performed iteratively until the time stamps were equal,
all the while new data were continuously flowing into the back of the FIFO.
As soon as three frames with equal time stamps were present at the front of
the FIFO, they were written to disk.

In order for the CPU and/or lack of programming optimizations not to be a
bottleneck, the data stream was written to disk for subsequent offline ana-
lysis. This also meant that the calendar time needed for access to the DF an-
tenna and reference system could be kept constrained.

The three receivers  came equipped with  reference in and  out connectors,
which were used to connect the receivers to each other in order to establish
synchronism between the LOs, using coaxial RF cable.

Evaluation
After discovering that the AGC function of the receiver did not respond to
the control commands as specified in the manual, the evaluation procedure
was determined as follows:

1. Transmit calibration signal through the antenna cabling (using the
same frequency as the live signal to be used at a later stage) and save
an excerpt  of  the  resulting  I/Q data  stream  (3x300 kbyte,  about  1
second in time). Measure the received signal strength using the refer-
ence DF system.

2. Connect the signal generator to one of the transmit antennas and ad-
just the output power until the received power at the reference DF
system is the same as during calibration.

3. Save  an excerpt of  the I/Q data stream  (3x300 kbyte)  as received by
the receivers being evaluated. Also record the bearing to the transmit
antenna as indicated by the reference DF system.

4. Repeat points 2 and 3 for every transmit antenna to be used.

5. Use the stored calibration signal to calculate the correction paramet-
ers using the  calfil.m Octave program and enter them into  fasfil.m.
(See Appendix)

6. Use fasfil.m to calculate the bearing of each transmit antenna and re-
cord the results.

Based on the Mid Sweden University template for technical reports, written by Magnus Eriksson, Kenneth Berg and Mårten Sjöström.
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Results
The receivers were successfully connected via USB/Ethernet to the PC and
the VITA  data streams were acquired. The receivers were phase locked by
reference cable interconnection, and the receivers’ digital clocks were syn-
chronized. The corresponding time stamps in the VITA  frames were re-
covered and used to match packets from each receiver to packets from the
other receivers.

The calibration parameters were calculated and  successfully  used to com-
pensate the phase errors due to different electrical cable lengths.

The processed data streams were sent to the provided DF algorithm and the
bearing information was acquired and displayed as an Octave plot. The ob-
tained bearings are shown in Table 2 along with comparative measurements
with a state-of-the-art reference system. 

Note that the DF algorithm as provided did not support DF outside of a 180°
sector.

Each DF measurement resulted in an Octave vector containing the calcu-
lated  bearing  for  each  FFT frequency  point  within  the  digital  IF  stream.
When plotted,  it  could  have  the  appearance  of  the  example  in  Figure  4,
where the indicated bearing (0°, red plot) can be read from the y axis, using
the values from the middle part of the x axis (frequency), where there is an
actual signal present  (blue plot).  The particular example is from  measuring
the calibration signal after calibration correction has been applied.

Based on the Mid Sweden University template for technical reports, written by Magnus Eriksson, Kenneth Berg and Mårten Sjöström.
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Frequency
(MHz)

Bearing result
(degrees)

Reference bearing
(degrees)

Difference
(degrees)

55.000 85 46 39

55.000 28 -14 42

55.000 46 4 42

Table 2: Measured bearings
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Should another bearing be measured, the red plot would be shifted up or
down along the y axis. See Figure 5 for a measurement of a live signal (46°
bearing). The plot has been zoomed into for clarity since the live signal con-
tains noise.  Again,  the part  of the signal  actually used is  only the center,
where there is a peak in the signal level plot (blue).
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Figure 4: DF result (red) plotted in Octave, bearing on y axis, frequency on x 
axis.
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During development, it was discovered that the load of the USB traffic was
too  great for it to be handled by  the host PC that was used,  if an IF band-
width larger than 50 kHz was selected.
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Figure 5: Bearing result indicating 46° on y axis (red plot). Blue plot is signal 
level.
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Discussion
The results show that performing DF with the particular receivers used in
this thesis  provides  repeatable and unambiguous results (given the 180 de-
gree limitation  of the DF algorithm as provided).  The measured bearings,
however,  appears to be systematically 39-42 degrees off from the reference.
Determining whether this error is truly systematic, and finding its cause, is a
prime subject for further study and would require more measurements.

Both the transmitting antennas and the DF antenna were located on the
roof  of  the FOI  building,  with  obstacles  and reflective  structures  nearby.
From a radio propagation standpoint, this is not an ideal configuration, and
its use was mainly based on practical reasons. The true bearing of the trans-
mitting antennas was not precisely known, but is in any case not relevant as
a reference, since the highest obtainable accuracy is limited by propagation
conditions. The reference system is considered to be very close to this limit.

The number of measurements was limited by the time available with the DF
equipment at FOI, and also by the availability of the FOI personnel and prac-
tical issues associated with travel arrangements. Problems with the AGC, as
discussed  below,  involved a  great  deal  of  time to resolve and made each
measurement very time consuming, severely restricting  the amount of us-
able data produced. This limitation should not affect the main conclusions
of this thesis since each result,  when plotted as in  Figure 4 and  Figure 5,
could be seen to be in general accordance with expectations as opposed to
being skewed or completely random.

The manufacturer's claims of DF functionality with the receivers is  partly
supported by the results. It is unlikely that the (seemingly) systematic error is
caused by the receivers  since phase  measurement of the calibration signal
showed no irregularities. The AGC function, however, turned out to perform
erratically and not consistent with the documentation. When the AGC was
turned off, the received signal level was so strong that maximum manual at-
tenuation had to be applied to bring the signal into the dynamic range of the
receiver. After this had been performed, the signal was very noisy and there
was also a DC offset. The cause of this behaviour could not be determined
and the measurements had to be performed with the AGC enabled. Further
studies as well as a discussion with the manufacturer is suggested in order to
use the receivers with the AGC turned off.

A relatively narrow receiver bandwidth (50 kHz) makes the USB traffic load
manageable, while a larger bandwidth will risk the PC becoming unrespons-
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ive.  This  means that some type of separate scanning function will  be  re-
quired to find the signals of interest, and then tune the DF receivers to this
frequency. The DF performance of the receivers in such a setup would need
to be assessed before committing to that design. Possible performance prob-
lems could include tuning speed and LO and VITA  synchronization is-
sues.

The PC software was developed as a single thread application. Using separ-
ate threads for each receiver and for performing the FFT and DF operations,
performance  should be  expected to  increase  substantially  on a  multicore
CPU. If, in addition, the receivers are connected using Gigabit Ethernet in-
stead of USB, this might enable the use of wider bandwidths and continuous
online DF.

Given that the open VITA  frame format was used along with the ubiquit-
ous USB standard, these conclusions should also be applicable to other simil-
ar receivers, provided that they support phase locking of the local oscillators
to a common reference. The receiver performance in other aspects (instant-
aneous bandwidth, overall bandwidth, dynamic range etc.) has not been eval-
uated and would be a suitable subject for a future analysis.

Should a more thorough performance analysis be required, perhaps when
the system has been further developed, the DF test should take place in a re-
mote area more suitable for radio test operations. The area should be free of
obstacles and non-participating transmitters, to minimize the errors from ir-
relevant sources.

An automatic calibration procedure is also suggested as a further improve-
ment towards practical field usage. The procedure could automate only the
transfer of calibration parameters, or, preferably, also start the reference sig-
nal generator and perform the measurement without manual intervention.

It can be noted that no additional hardware (apart from LO interconnect
cables and possibly coaxial adapters) is required to be purchased by FMV, in
order to use the previously acquired receivers in a DF setup. If the small form
factor  of the receivers  is  to be preserved on a  system level,  however,  the
choice of DF antenna and calibration signal generator should be considered.
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Appendix A: Source code
df_dump.cpp
Note: In order to protect the identity of the manufacturer, per request of
FMV, the commands sent to the receiver have all been replaced with <CMD>
in the source code.

#include <cstring>
#include "stdafx.h"
#include <stdio.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <boost/array.hpp>
#include <boost/asio.hpp>
#include <boost/thread/thread.hpp>
#include <boost/lexical_cast.hpp>

using boost::asio::ip::udp;
using boost::asio::ip::tcp;

typedef boost::array<char, 1025> v49buf_t;

// jämför tidstämplingen i VITA49-ramen och returnernar SANT om gr är nyare (högre värde) 
än le.

bool v49gt(const v49buf_t gr, const v49buf_t le)
{

for(int x = 19; x >= 16; x--)
{

if(gr.at(x) < le.at(x))
return false;

if(gr.at(x) > le.at(x))
return true;

}

for(int x = 27; x >= 24; x--)
{

if(gr.at(x) < le.at(x))
return false;

if(gr.at(x) > le.at(x))
return true;

}

return false;
}

// jämför tidstämplingen i VITA49-ramen och returnernar SANT om e1 är ekvivalent med e2.

bool v49eq(const v49buf_t e1, const v49buf_t e2)
{

for(int x = 24; x <= 27; x++)
if(e1.at(x) != e2.at(x))

return false;

for(int x = 16; x <= 19; x++)
if(e1.at(x) != e2.at(x))

return false;

return true;
}

// skickar kommando cmd till mottagare på angiven socket t_sock

void send_cmd(boost::shared_ptr<tcp::socket> t_sock, std::string cmd)
{
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boost::system::error_code err;
boost::array<char, 1024> recv_buf;

t_sock->write_some(boost::asio::buffer("\n" + cmd + ";*<CMD>?\n"), err);
t_sock->read_some(boost::asio::buffer(recv_buf),err);

return;
}

unsigned char utc_sync(boost::shared_ptr<tcp::socket> t_s1, boost::shared_ptr<tcp::socket> 
t_s2, boost::shared_ptr<tcp::socket> t_s3)
{

unsigned char utc_ident = 1 + (rand()%254);
boost::system::error_code err;

std::string utc_ident_s = std::to_string(static_cast<long long>(utc_ident * 
16777216));

send_cmd(t_s1, "<CMD>");
send_cmd(t_s1, "<CMD>");
send_cmd(t_s1, "<CMD>" + utc_ident_s);

send_cmd(t_s3, "<CMD>");
send_cmd(t_s3, "<CMD>");
send_cmd(t_s3, "<CMD>" + utc_ident_s);

send_cmd(t_s2, "<CMD>");
send_cmd(t_s2, "<CMD>");
send_cmd(t_s2, "<CMD>" + utc_ident_s);

boost::this_thread::sleep(boost::posix_time::milliseconds(4000));

if (err)
throw boost::system::system_error(err);

return utc_ident;
}

void init_recv(boost::shared_ptr<tcp::socket> t_s1, boost::shared_ptr<tcp::socket> t_s2, 
boost::shared_ptr<tcp::socket> t_s3)
{

boost::system::error_code err;
size_t recv_num;
v49buf_t recv_buf;

t_s2-
>write_some(boost::asio::buffer(std::string("\<CMD>;*<CMD>;<CMD>;*<CMD>?;*<CMD>;<CMD>?\n"))
, err); // master

t_s1-
>write_some(boost::asio::buffer(std::string("\<CMD>;*<CMD>;<CMD>;*<CMD>?;*<CMD>;<CMD>?\n"))
, err);

t_s3-
>write_some(boost::asio::buffer(std::string("\<CMD>;*<CMD>;<CMD>;*<CMD>?;*<CMD>;<CMD>?\n"))
, err);

boost::this_thread::sleep(boost::posix_time::milliseconds(200));

recv_num = t_s1->read_some(boost::asio::buffer(recv_buf),err);
std::cout << "Receiver 1: " << ((std::string)recv_buf.data()).substr(0, recv_num) << 

std::endl;

recv_num = t_s2->read_some(boost::asio::buffer(recv_buf),err);
std::cout << "Receiver 2: " << ((std::string)recv_buf.data()).substr(0, recv_num) << 

std::endl;

recv_num = t_s3->read_some(boost::asio::buffer(recv_buf),err);
std::cout << "Receiver 3: " << ((std::string)recv_buf.data()).substr(0, recv_num) << 

std::endl;

send_cmd(t_s2, "<CMD>"); // master
send_cmd(t_s2, "<CMD>");
send_cmd(t_s2, "<CMD>");
send_cmd(t_s2, "<CMD>");
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send_cmd(t_s3, "<CMD>");
send_cmd(t_s3, "<CMD>");
send_cmd(t_s3, "<CMD>");

send_cmd(t_s1, "<CMD>");
send_cmd(t_s1, "<CMD>");
send_cmd(t_s1, "<CMD>");
send_cmd(t_s1, "<CMD>");

boost::this_thread::sleep(boost::posix_time::milliseconds(3000));

if (err)
throw boost::system::system_error(err);

return;
}

bool test_recv(boost::shared_ptr<tcp::socket> t_s1, boost::shared_ptr<tcp::socket> t_s2, 
boost::shared_ptr<tcp::socket> t_s3)
{

v49buf_t recv_buf;
bool status_ok = true;
boost::system::error_code err;

t_s1->write_some(boost::asio::buffer("\<CMD>?;<CMD>?\n"), err);
t_s2->write_some(boost::asio::buffer("\<CMD>?;<CMD>?\n"), err);
t_s3->write_some(boost::asio::buffer("\<CMD>?;<CMD>?\n"), err);

t_s1->read_some(boost::asio::buffer(recv_buf),err);

if((((std::string)recv_buf.data()).substr(0, 21)) != "<CMD> 1,00000;<CMD> 00000")
status_ok = false;

t_s2->read_some(boost::asio::buffer(recv_buf),err);

if((((std::string)recv_buf.data()).substr(0, 21)) != "<CMD> 1,00000;<CMD> 00000")
status_ok = false;

t_s3->read_some(boost::asio::buffer(recv_buf),err);

if((((std::string)recv_buf.data()).substr(0, 21)) != "<CMD> 1,00000;<CMD> 00000")
status_ok = false;

if (err)
throw boost::system::system_error(err);

return status_ok;
}

int main(int argc, char* argv[])
{

if((argc != 4) && (argc != 5))
{

std::cerr << std::endl << "DF dump utility." << std::endl << "Connects to DF 
receiver set on 192.168.[1-3].100 and "

 << "starts an RF dump to local machine."<< std::endl << "Dump is written to 
specified file." << std::endl << std::endl 

 << "Usage: " << argv[0] << " <frequency in MHz.kHz> <filename> <num kbytes to 
capture> [--init]" << std::endl;

return 1;
}

try
{

v49buf_t recv_buf, recv_buf_temp;

boost::asio::io_service io_service;

boost::shared_ptr<tcp::socket> t_sock1(new tcp::socket(io_service));
boost::shared_ptr<tcp::socket> t_sock2(new tcp::socket(io_service));
boost::shared_ptr<tcp::socket> t_sock3(new tcp::socket(io_service));
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boost::asio::ip::address adr1 = 
boost::asio::ip::address::from_string("192.168.1.100");

boost::asio::ip::address adr2 = 
boost::asio::ip::address::from_string("192.168.2.100");

boost::asio::ip::address adr3 = 
boost::asio::ip::address::from_string("192.168.3.100");

tcp::endpoint t_endp1(adr1, 8081);
tcp::endpoint t_endp2(adr2, 8081);
tcp::endpoint t_endp3(adr3, 8081);

t_sock1->connect(t_endp1);
t_sock2->connect(t_endp2);
t_sock3->connect(t_endp3);

boost::system::error_code error;
size_t recv_num;

srand(time(NULL));

if((argc == 5) && (argv[4] == std::string("--init")))
{

std::cout << "Initializing..." << std::endl;
init_recv(t_sock1, t_sock2, t_sock3);

}
else

std::cout << "NOT Initializing." << std::endl;

send_cmd(t_sock1, std::string("<CMD>") + argv[1]);
send_cmd(t_sock3, std::string("<CMD>") + argv[1]);
send_cmd(t_sock2, std::string("<CMD>") + argv[1]);

if(!test_recv(t_sock1, t_sock2, t_sock3))
{

std::cout << "LO unlock or receiver failure. Quitting." << std::endl;
return 1;

}

std::cout << "Got LO lock. Doing time sync..." << std::endl;

std::string filename;
FILE * file[3];

for(int x = 0; x < 3; x++)
{

filename = boost::lexical_cast<std::string>(time(0)) + "-" + 
boost::lexical_cast<std::string>(x) + "-" + argv[2];

file[x] = fopen(filename.data(), "wb" );
}

udp::socket u_socket(io_service, udp::endpoint(udp::v4(), 4201));
udp::endpoint sender_endpoint;

long counter = 1024 * atoi(argv[3]);
unsigned char utc_id = 0;

if((argc == 5) && (argv[4] == std::string("--init")))
utc_id = utc_sync(t_sock1, t_sock2, t_sock3);

else
{

send_cmd(t_sock1, "<CMD>");
send_cmd(t_sock2, "<CMD>");
send_cmd(t_sock3, "<CMD>");

}

std::cout << "Using utc_ident: 0x" << std::hex << (unsigned int)utc_id << ". 
Dumping " << argv[3] << " kbytes..." << std::endl;

std::list<v49buf_t> fifo[3];
char num = 0;
int discard = 0;

// tömma buffertar på gamla paket

while(u_socket.available())
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u_socket.receive_from(boost::asio::buffer(recv_buf, sizeof(recv_buf)), 
sender_endpoint);

do
{

recv_buf.assign(0);

recv_num = u_socket.receive_from(boost::asio::buffer(recv_buf, 
sizeof(recv_buf)),

sender_endpoint, 0, error);

if (error && error != boost::asio::error::message_size)
throw boost::system::system_error(error);

if (sender_endpoint.address() == adr1)
num = 0;

else if (sender_endpoint.address() == adr2)
num = 1;

else if (sender_endpoint.address() == adr3)
num = 2;

else
continue;

if(recv_buf.at(19) != utc_id)
{

if(utc_id == 0)
utc_id = recv_buf.at(19);

else
{

std::cout << "UTC sync failed. Resync... ";
utc_id = utc_sync(t_sock1, t_sock2, t_sock3);

}

std::cout << "Now using utc_ident: 0x" << std::hex << (unsigned 
int)utc_id << std::endl;

while(u_socket.available())
u_socket.receive_from(boost::asio::buffer(recv_buf, 

sizeof(recv_buf)), sender_endpoint);

continue;
}

// Två ramar i samma UDP-paket.

if(recv_buf.at(12) == 0x01) // kanal 1 endast
{

memcpy(recv_buf_temp.data(), recv_buf.data(), 512);
fifo[num].push_back(recv_buf_temp);

}

if(recv_buf.at(524) == 0x01) // kanal 1 endast
{

memcpy(recv_buf_temp.data(), recv_buf.data()+512, 512);
fifo[num].push_back(recv_buf_temp);

}

if((fifo[0].size() < 8) || (fifo[1].size() < 8) || (fifo[2].size() < 8))
continue;

if(v49eq(fifo[0].front(),fifo[1].front()) && 
v49eq(fifo[0].front(),fifo[2].front()))

{
for(int x = 0; x < 3; x++)
{

fwrite(fifo[x].front().data(), 4 , 128, file[x]);
fifo[x].pop_front();

}
counter -= 512;  // storlek på en vt49-ram

}

// kasta äldsta ramen i respektive fifo för att synka dem sinsemellan,
// om de inte är lika

for(char x = 0; x < 6; x++)
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{
if(v49gt(fifo[(x+1)%3].front(), fifo[x%3].front()))
{

fifo[x%3].pop_front();
discard++;

}

if(v49gt(fifo[(x+2)%3].front(), fifo[x%3].front()))
{

fifo[x%3].pop_front();
discard++;

}

}
}
while(counter > 0);

std::cout << "Frames discarded: " << std::dec << discard << std::endl;

send_cmd(t_sock1, "<CMD>");
send_cmd(t_sock2, "<CMD>");
send_cmd(t_sock3, "<CMD>");

for(int x = 0; x < 3; x++)
fclose (file[x]);

}

catch (std::exception& e)
{

std::cerr << e.what() << std::endl;
}

 
return 0;

}

calfil.m
% calfil
clear

fid1 = fopen("1372079248-0-55cal.dump", "r");
fid2 = fopen("1372079248-1-55cal.dump", "r");
fid3 = fopen("1372079248-2-55cal.dump", "r");

fread(fid1, 7, "uint32=>uint32");
fread(fid2, 7, "uint32=>uint32");
fread(fid3, 7, "uint32=>uint32");

data1 = fread(fid1, [1, 2**14], "240*int16=>int16", 32, "ieee-le");
data2 = fread(fid2, [1, Inf], "240*int16=>int16", 32, "ieee-le");
data3 = fread(fid3, [1, Inf], "240*int16=>int16", 32, "ieee-le");

len = min([length(data1), length(data2), length(data3)]);

% Ändra ordningen på data1, data2 och data3 för att kasta om kanalerna.

data = [data3(:,1:len) ; data1(:,1:len) ; data2(:,1:len)];

datac = complex(data(:,1:2:end), data(:,2:2:end));

fclose("all");

Fs = 64000;
T = 1/Fs;
delta_t_1 = 1;
delta_t_2 = 1;

Xf=[fft(datac(1,:)); fft(datac(2,:)); fft(datac(3,:))];

Xf_delay = [Xf(1, :); 
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Xf(2, :) .* -1. .* exp(i * 2. * pi * T * delta_t_1); 
Xf(3, :) .* -1. .* exp(i * 2. * pi * T * delta_t_2)];

% fasförskjut signalerna iterativt tills de är i synk

csd_data = csd(ifft(Xf_delay(2,1:end)), ifft(Xf_delay(1,1:end)));
while (abs(mean(angle(csd_data(1:5)))) > 0.01)

delta_t_1 += 3000. * mean(angle(csd_data(1:5)));

Xf_delay = [Xf(1, :); 
Xf(2, :) .* -1. .* exp(i * 2. * pi * T * delta_t_1); 
Xf(3, :) .* -1. .* exp(i * 2. * pi * T * delta_t_2)];

csd_data = csd(ifft(Xf_delay(2,1:end)), ifft(Xf_delay(1,1:end)));
endwhile

csd_data = csd(ifft(Xf_delay(3,1:end)), ifft(Xf_delay(1,1:end)));
while (abs(mean(angle(csd_data(1:5)))) > 0.01)

delta_t_2 += 3000. * mean(angle(csd_data(1:5)));

Xf_delay = [Xf(1, :); 
Xf(2, :) .* -1. .* exp(i * 2. * pi * T * delta_t_1); 
Xf(3, :) .* -1. .* exp(i * 2. * pi * T * delta_t_2)];

csd_data = csd(ifft(Xf_delay(3,1:end)), ifft(Xf_delay(1,1:end)));
endwhile

 % visa parametrarna så att de kan manuellt överföras till fasfil.m
printf('Suggested delta_t_1: %.0f\n', delta_t_1);
printf('Suggested delta_t_2: %.0f\n', delta_t_2);

fasfil.m
% fasfil
clear all

fid1 = fopen("1372079248-0-55cal.dump", "r");
fid2 = fopen("1372079248-1-55cal.dump", "r");
fid3 = fopen("1372079248-2-55cal.dump", "r");

fread(fid1, 7, "uint32=>uint32"); % släng bort första headern
fread(fid2, 7, "uint32=>uint32");
fread(fid3, 7, "uint32=>uint32");

% läs in data från fil och kasta headers m.m.

data1 = fread(fid1, [1, 2**14], "240*int16=>int16", 32, "ieee-le");
data2 = fread(fid2, [1, Inf], "240*int16=>int16", 32, "ieee-le");
data3 = fread(fid3, [1, Inf], "240*int16=>int16", 32, "ieee-le");

len = min([length(data1), length(data2), length(data3)]);

% Ändra ordningen på data1, data2 och data3 för att kasta om kanalerna.

data = [data3(:,1:len) ; data1(:,1:len) ; data2(:,1:len)];

% se till att data lagras som komplex I/Q-data i datac

datac = complex(data(:,1:2:end), data(:,2:2:end));

fclose(fid1);
fclose(fid2);
fclose(fid3);

Fs = 64000;
T = 1/Fs;

% här är kalibreringsparametrarna

 delta_t_1 = 16560; 
 delta_t_2 = -20545;
 
Xf=[fft(datac(1,:)); fft(datac(2,:)); fft(datac(3,:))];

Based on the Mid Sweden University template for technical reports, written by Magnus Eriksson, Kenneth Berg and Mårten Sjöström.
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% applicera fasförskjutningarna

Xf_delay = [Xf(1, :); 
Xf(2, :) .* -1. .* exp(i * 2. * pi * T * delta_t_1); 
Xf(3, :) .* -1. .* exp(i * 2. * pi * T * delta_t_2)];

% plotta ett utsnitt av de tre kanalerna för kontroll

figure(1);
clf
plot(real(ifft(Xf_delay(1,:))), "r");
hold on
plot(real(ifft(Xf_delay(2,:))), "g");
plot(real(ifft(Xf_delay(3,:))), "b");
hold off

Xf_delay = [fftshift(Xf_delay(1,:)); 
fftshift(Xf_delay(2,:)); 
fftshift(Xf_delay(3,:))];

a = algo_3ch_phasemode(Xf_delay); % erhåll pejlresultat

a = (180 .* a ./ pi);

mid = ceil(length(a) / 2);
width = ceil(mid / 16);
width = 5;
 
fprintf('    Number of samples used: %d\n', width+width);
fprintf('       Median angle: %.2f degrees\n', median(a(mid-width:mid+width)));
fprintf('Interquartile range: %.2f degrees\n', iqr(a(mid-width:mid+width)));

% plotta pejlingen

figure (2);
clf

plot(a, "r.");

hold on
m = 20*log10(abs(Xf_delay(2,:)));
plot(m);
hold off

Based on the Mid Sweden University template for technical reports, written by Magnus Eriksson, Kenneth Berg and Mårten Sjöström.
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